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Dual-plane stereo particle image velocimetry measurements of velocity
gradient tensor fields in turbulent shear flow. I. Accuracy assessments
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Results are presented from quantitative assessments of the accuracy of velocity gradients measured
by a dual-plane stereo particle image velocimetry �DSPIV� technique that allows direct, highly
resolved, nonintrusive measurements of all nine simultaneous components of the velocity gradient
tensor fields �ui /�xj at the quasi-universal intermediate and small scales of turbulent shear flows.
The present results systematically determine the sources of errors in DSPIV measurements and the
resulting accuracy of velocity gradients obtained from such measurements. Intrinsic errors resulting
from asymmetric stereo imaging are found by synthetic particle imaging to be no larger than 0.8%.
True particle imaging in finite-thickness light sheets is found from single-plane imaging tests to
produce net errors in measured velocity differences of 6% for in-plane components and 10% for
out-of-plane components. Further errors from limits on the accuracy of independent dual light sheet
generation and positioning are found from coincident-plane imaging tests to produce overall errors
of 9% and 16% in the in-plane and out-of-plane velocity differences. Practical DSPIV velocity
gradient component measurements are found from separated-plane imaging tests in a turbulent shear
flow to show excellent similarity in on-diagonal �i= j� and off-diagonal �i� j� components of
�ui /�xj, as well as mean-square gradient values showing agreement within 1%–4% of ideal isotropic
limit values. The resulting measured divergence values are consistent with overall rms errors
obtained from the coincident-plane imaging tests. Collectively, these results establish the accuracy
with which all nine simultaneous components of the velocity gradient tensor fields �ui /�xj can be
obtained from DSPIV measurements at the quasi-universal intermediate and small scales of
turbulent shear flows. © 2006 American Institute of Physics. �DOI: 10.1063/1.2166447�
I. INTRODUCTION

A significantly improved understanding of turbulence in
shear flows, and corresponding development of subgrid-scale
models for large-eddy simulations of such flows, will likely
require improved access to the physical structure and dynam-
ics of the intermediate and small scales of high Reynolds
number turbulent shear flows. Key interest is in the structure,
statistics, similarity, and scaling properties of these quasi-
universal scales in shear flows under various conditions.
These issues are of particular importance for quantities such
as the strain rate and vorticity fields, the kinetic energy dis-
sipation rate field, and other gradient fields derived from the
velocity derivatives.1 To date, due to the difficulty in accu-
rately measuring all nine simultaneous components of the
velocity gradient tensor field at the intermediate and small
scales of turbulent flows, these quantities have been prima-
rily studied by direct numerical simulation �DNS�. That ap-
proach has been particularly successful in homogeneous iso-
tropic or uniformly sheared turbulence in periodic domains,
for which the computational requirements are relatively man-
ageable. However, comparable DNS studies of spatially de-
veloping turbulent shear flows are typically confined to rela-
tively low Reynolds numbers, due to the computational
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burden of resolving the full range of inner and outer flow
scales over a sufficiently large downstream extent for the
flow to achieve its fully developed state. At the same time,
new multidimensional measurement techniques are now pro-
viding experimental access to flow information that had pre-
viously been accessible only by simulations. Such experi-
mental measurements may provide the most practical way to
obtained the detailed structure, statistics, similarity and scal-
ing properties of gradient quantities in turbulent shear flows
at a level of resolution and detail that has traditionally been
associated only with direct numerical simulation.

Early experimental investigations of velocity gradients
in fully developed turbulent flows used single-point time-
series data from hot-wire measurements with Taylor’s hy-
pothesis to approximate a single component of the velocity
gradient tensor.2 Subsequent studies have developed and ap-
plied increasingly capable multiple-wire probes to simulta-
neously measure several components of the velocity gradient
tensor.3–7 A few studies have used probes with up to 20 hot
wires to measure all nine components of the velocity gradi-
ent tensor at a single point.8,9

More recently, various multidimensional imaging ap-
proaches have been developed to allow measurement of ve-
locity gradient fields in shear flow turbulence. Particle image
velocimetry �PIV� allows simultaneous nonintrusive mea-
surement of two in-plane velocity components, which pro-

vides access to four of the nine velocity gradient tensor com-
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ponents �ui /�xj. These permit formation of three of the six
components of the strain rate tensor and a single vorticity
component. Stereo PIV, dual-plane PIV, and scanning PIV
further provide the out-of-plane velocity component and
thereby give access to two further velocity gradient compo-
nents, however these do not provide any additional compo-
nents of either the strain rate or the vorticity. Particle track-
ing velocimetry �PTV� provides three-component velocity
fields throughout a three-dimensional volume, and thereby
gives access to all nine components of �ui /�xj, but the large
particle separations needed for accurate tracking prevents ve-
locity gradient measurements at the small scales of turbu-
lence. The most extensive velocity gradient measurements in
turbulent flows to date10 have come from holographic par-
ticle image velocimetry �HPIV�, though the resolution in
those measurements is significantly larger than the smallest
scales in the turbulent flow. Velocity gradient measurements
have also been reported from scanning stereo PIV in a rela-
tively low Reynolds number turbulent shear flow.11 Indirect
measurements of �ui /�xj via scalar imaging velocimetry
�SIV� are based on three-dimensional laser-induced fluores-
cence imaging of a scalar field and inversion of the con-
served scalar transport equation to obtain the underlying
three-component velocity field. This has allowed highly re-
solved measurements of all nine simultaneous components of
the velocity gradients at the intermediate and small scales of
a turbulent flow,12–14 but requires smoothness and continuity
constraints in the inversion to obtain the velocity field data.

Dual-plane stereo particle image velocimetry �DSPIV� is
based on two separate stereo PIV measurements that provide
all three components of velocity in two parallel light-sheet
planes. This requires separating the light scattered by par-
ticles in the two light-sheet planes onto two independent ste-
reo camera pairs. Reference 15 first introduced a
polarization-based approach, in which the two light sheets
were arranged with orthogonal polarizations so that each ste-
reo camera pair saw the scattered light from only one of the
sheets. Such an approach allows all nine components of
�ui /�xj to be calculated from the measured velocities in the
two planes, with the resolution determined largely by the
thickness and spacing of the light-sheet planes and the size
of the correlation window in the PIV processing. References
16 and 17 used this to measure comparatively large scale
features of the flow in a turbulent boundary layer, and Ref.
18 used the same technique to investigate large-scale features
of a lobed jet mixer. Reference 19 has used a related
polarization-based dual-plane approach that combines stereo
PIV and conventional PIV measurements, with continuity
used to estimate the out-of-plane gradient component, to
study features of a turbulent boundary layer flow. These stud-
ies all investigated specific aspects of these two flows, and
did not seek to resolve or study velocity gradients on the
quasi-universal intermediate and small scales of turbulent
shear flows. Moreover, maintaining the orthogonal polariza-
tion in the Mie scattered light required the scattering par-
ticles to be spherical, and as a consequence those studies
used fine liquid droplets as seed particles. While this can be
done in nonreacting turbulent flows, in exothermic reacting

flows such liquid droplets do not survive.
References 20–22 introduced a two-frequency DSPIV
approach that allows traditional solid metal oxide particles to
be used as the seed, thereby permitting measurements in re-
acting as well as nonreacting turbulent flows. That approach
is based on measurements in two differentially spaced light-
sheet planes, using two different laser frequencies in con-
junction with filters to separate the light scattered from the
seed particles onto the individual stereo camera pairs. More-
over, the differential spacing of the two stereo PIV planes
allows resolution of all nine components of the �ui /�xj fields
down to the local inner �viscous� scale of the turbulent flow,
permitting highly resolved experimental studies of the quasi-
universal intermediate and small scales of turbulent shear
flows.

In this paper, results are presented from rigorous quanti-
tative assessments for the accuracy of velocity gradient com-
ponent fields obtained from such high-resolution DSPIV
measurements in a turbulent shear flow. These assessments
systematically identify and quantify a progressively increas-
ing number of the individual error sources that collectively
determine the overall accuracy of the �ui /�xj fields obtained
with this DSPIV approach. A companion paper23 presents
results from such highly resolved DSPIV measurements in a
turbulent shear flow at outer-scale Reynolds numbers up to
30,000 to investigate aspects of the structure, statistics, simi-
larity, and scaling of gradient fields, including the strain rate,
vorticity, and kinetic energy dissipation rate, in a turbulent
shear flow at differing combinations of the Reynolds number
Re� and the mean shear rate S.

II. DUAL-PLANE STEREO PIV „DSPIV…

Reference 22 gives a detailed description of the two-
frequency dual-plane stereo PIV technique. This section
summarizes only those aspects that are relevant to the accu-
racy of velocity gradients obtained with this technique in
turbulent shear flows. As indicated in Figs. 1 and 2,
frequency-based DSPIV is based on two simultaneous, inde-
pendent stereo PIV measurements in two differentially
spaced light-sheet planes. This approach uses two different
light-sheet frequencies in conjunction with appropriate opti-
cal filters to separate the scattered light from particles seeded
in the flow onto two independent stereo PIV camera pairs.
The present system consists of four Nd:YAG lasers, of which
two are sequentially triggered to create the double pulses for
the 532 nm light sheets and the other two, also sequentially
triggered at the same two instants of time, pump two pulsed
dye lasers that provide the 635 nm light sheets. A method
based on traversing a knife edge across each sheet and col-
lecting the transmitted light onto a photodiode detector was
used to quantitatively establish the 400±20 �m thicknesses
of the two 532 nm light sheets and the 800±20 �m thick-
nesses of the two 635 nm light sheets. An optical technique
that images each sheet cross section and determines the sheet
centerline based on the measured intensity profiles at various
elevations throughout the sheet was used to quantitatively
verify coincidence and parallelism, to within less than 1°, of
the two 532 and 635 nm light-sheet pairs, and to confirm the

22
400±20 �m separation between the sheets.
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The scattered light from 0.5 �m aluminum oxide seed
particles is recorded on four 12-bit 1280�1024-pixel
interline transfer CCD cameras with 200 ns interframe tim-
ing. The field of view is 15.5 mm�12.5 mm, giving a

FIG. 1. �Color online� Basic principle for frequency-based dual-plane stereo
particle image velocimetry �DSPIV�, consisting of two simultaneous inde-
pendent stereo PIV measurements of all three velocity component fields
�u ,v ,w� in two differentially spaced parallel light sheets, one at 532 nm
�green� and one at 635 nm �red�. Filters separate light scattered from seed
particles onto individual stereo camera pairs in Fig. 2.

FIG. 2. �Color online� Layout of present frequency-based DSPIV system.
Two Nd:YAG lasers provide green light sheets and two Nd:YAG lasers
pump two dye lasers providing red light sheets. Two pairs of independent
stereo PIV cameras �1–2 and 3–4� are arranged in asymmetric forward-
forward scatter configuration. Optical components denoted M# for mirrors,
BS# for beamsplitters, LS for laser shutters, C# for cylindrical lenses, and

S# for spherical lenses.
magnification of 0.55 based on the physical size of the CCD
chip �8.6 mm�6.8 mm�. Each camera uses a Sigma
70-300f /4 -5.6 APO macro lens to achieve the desired field
of view. The 532 nm camera pair has narrow-band filters
centered at 532±5 nm that block the 635 nm light, and the
635 nm cameras are equipped with OG570 Schott glass fil-
ters that block the 532 nm light.

The four cameras are arranged in an asymmetric
angular-displacement configuration, shown in Fig. 2, with
each of the camera pairs satisfying the Scheimpflug condi-
tion for stereoscopic imaging. The small field of view of the
measurements, coupled with the long focal length of the
camera lens, dictates that a large f# aperture must be used to
obtain particle images that are sufficiently focused across the
entire field of view. To obtain precise alignment between the
object, lens, and image planes while maintaining a coinci-
dent field of view for all four cameras, specially designed
camera mounts are attached to rails providing forward-
backward and side-to-side adjustments, along with fine ver-
tical adjustment and a smooth angular adjustment. In the
present camera configuration, each pair of stereo cameras is
orientated with an included angle of 50° between the optical
axes of each camera pair. System performance studies of
such angular-displacement stereo PIV systems24,25 show that
the minimum out-of-plane displacement errors occur at an
included angle of 90°, while the minimum in-plane displace-
ment errors occur at an included angle of 0°. Previous
studies26 for asymmetric camera configurations indicate that,
for the present 50° included angle and 10° asymmetry angle
in Fig. 2, the error ratio is expected to be approximately 1
to 2.

Particle images are processed with an adaptive multipass
technique using 32�32 pixel interrogation boxes with no
overlap in the final vector fields, giving the same in-plane
resolution between vectors as the out-of-plane resolution be-
tween the planes. Velocity gradients are computed using lin-
ear central differencing in the x and y directions and one-
sided differencing in the z direction of the measured velocity
fields to obtain all nine components of �ui /�xj. The overall
spatial resolution in the resulting velocity gradient fields is
determined by the collective effects of the laser sheet thick-
nesses and separation and the PIV processing to be
1100 �m.22

III. INTRINSIC DSPIV ACCURACY LIMITS

Fundamental limits on the accuracy of the velocity gra-
dient fields from such DSPIV measurements are obtained by
imaging a two-dimensional target of synthetically generated
particle images subjected to imposed displacements. The tar-
get, consisting of a 35 mm film negative with particle images
having the same 0.5 �m particle diameter as the actual seed
particles, was displaced with a three-axis set of precision
micrometer-controlled translation stages with a position un-
certainty of 1.5 �m. After an initial particle image was ac-
quired by both stereo camera pairs, the target was displaced
100 �m along each of the three axes and a second particle

image acquired. Variations in the resulting inferred velocity
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field provide ideal intrinsic limits on the accuracy of DSPIV
measurements.

Table I gives results for the rms variations in the velocity
components within each camera-pair plane and between the
two camera-pair planes. The rms errors in the out-of-plane
�w� velocity component are significantly larger than for the
two in-plane �u and v� components. The standard “error ra-
tio,” defined as the ratio of rms errors in the out-of-plane and
in-plane velocity components, gives values of 1.8 and 2.0 for
the two independent stereo camera pairs. Table I indicates
that rms errors in the velocity differences between the two
independent stereo measurements, which are central to deter-
mining velocity gradients from the measured velocities, are
no larger than 0.8%.

Simulations are typically used to assess the effects of
various additional parameters on the accuracy of the result-
ing velocity fields,27,28 including particle diameter, displace-
ment, number density, image discretization, background
noise, and displacement gradients across the interrogation
region. Based on these, expected values for various contrib-
uting error sources were generated for conditions applicable
to the present DSPIV system, corresponding to a particle
diameter of 2 pixels, a 32�32 pixel interrogation box, and a
maximum particle displacement of 8 pixels. The combined
effects indicate a net bias error of −0.035 pixels and a net
rms error of +0.145 pixels, giving a total error of
+0.110 pixels. For the 8-pixel particle displacement this cor-
responds to a net error of +1.4% in the resulting velocity
components. Additionally, theoretical error analyses for
symmetric25 and asymmetric26 stereo imaging configurations
indicate that the present DSPIV system configuration should
have rms errors of approximately 1%–2% in the in-plane
velocity components and 3%–4% in the out-of-plane compo-
nents. It will be seen in Secs. IV and V that these estimates
are consistent with experimentally measured values for the
present system.

IV. SINGLE-PLANE DSPIV IMAGING ASSESSMENTS

A direct assessment of the accuracy of velocity gradient
measurements with DSPIV can be obtained from tests based
on single-plane imaging. In such tests, both stereo camera
pairs in the DSPIV system are arranged to image the same
particle field in the same double-pulsed light sheet. In prin-
ciple, the velocity fields resulting from the two camera pairs

TABLE I. Rms errors in each velocity component from synthetic particle
imaging.

Velocity
component

�ui�rms �m/s�
532 nm

�ui�rms �m/s�
635 nm

��ui�rms �m/s�
532–635

u 0.006 0.004 0.003

v 0.004 0.004 0.003

w 0.008 0.008 0.005

Error ratio 1.8 2.0
should then be identical. Differences in the two indepen-
dently measured velocity fields thus allow quantitative deter-
mination of the accuracy with which velocity gradients can
be measured.

A. Flow configuration

Such single-plane imaging assessments were made on
the centerline in the self-similar far field of an axisymmetric
coflowing turbulent jet. Details of the flow facility are given
in Ref. 29. Air seeded with 0.5 �m aluminum oxide particles
issued from a 1.0 m long tube with 2.2 mm inner diameter at
nominal exit velocity Uo=12.7 m/s into a uniformly seeded
coflowing air stream in a 30�30 cm test section at coflow
velocity U�=0.25 m/s. Measurements were made 17 cm
downstream of the nozzle exit, corresponding to �x /��=2.1,
where � is the invariant momentum radius of the flow. This
�x /�� value is within the jet-like scaling limit of the coflow-
ing jet.30,31 In coflowing jets, the excess velocity u�U−U�

determines the local shear. For the present conditions, the
local mean centerline velocity uc=1.2 m/s and local flow
width �=7.5 cm give the local outer-scale Reynolds number
Re�=6,000. Conventional PIV measurements of the resulting
mean velocity profile in Fig. 3 and the corresponding veloc-
ity fluctuation profiles in Fig. 4 show good agreement with
previously reported results32–34 and serve to validate the tur-
bulent shear flow used in these tests. At these conditions, the
1100 �m overall resolution of the DSPIV measurements cor-
responds to 0.89 viscous length scales ��, equivalent to about
5 Kolmogorov length scales �K.

B. Velocity differences

Typical results for the two independently measured ve-
locity fields u�x , t� from single-plane imaging assessments of
the present DSPIV system in this flow configuration are
given in Figs. 5 and 6. It is apparent in Fig. 5 that the two
velocity fields are very nearly identical. Figure 6 thus shows

FIG. 3. Measured mean streamwise velocity component u�U−U� in the
coflowing turbulent jet used in present DSPIV imaging assessments.
the individual instantaneous velocity component fields
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ui�x , t�, obtained from the two independent stereo camera
pairs as both image particles in the same 532 nm light sheet,
together with the corresponding differences �ui�x , t� be-
tween the resulting component fields in the rightmost column
on the same quantitative color scale. The differences �ui in
the two velocity component measurements can be seen to be
far smaller than the velocity component values themselves,
reflecting the comparatively high accuracy of these measure-
ments. It is also apparent that the w-component differences
are typically larger than the u- and v-component differences,
consistent with the results in Table I, due to the inherently
higher error in measuring the out-of-plane velocity compo-
nent with stereo PIV systems.

Probability densities of the independently measured ve-
locity components ui, together with the respective differences
�ui, are shown on the same scale in Fig. 7. There are two
curves shown in each of the P�ui� distributions, one resulting
from each independent stereo camera pair. The velocity com-
ponent distributions from the two stereo camera pairs are
virtually identical, and by comparing with the velocity dif-
ference distributions P��ui� it is apparent that the measure-

FIG. 4. Measured radial profiles of streamwise �urms� � and radial �vrms� � rms
velocity fluctuations �top� and Reynolds stress profile u�v� �bottom�, for
flow configuration used in present DSPIV imaging assessments.
ment errors �ui	ui. Table II gives the resulting rms values
of ui and �ui. The typical relative errors in the velocity dif-
ferences are seen to be no more than 6.5% for the in-plane
components and 10.5% for the out-of-plane components.

C. Velocity gradients

Figures 8 and 9 show comparisons of the six measured
velocity gradient component fields �ui /�x and �ui /�y acces-
sible by such single-plane imaging assessments, obtained in-
dependently from each of the two stereo camera pairs. It is
apparent that the resulting velocity gradients are nearly the
same from both camera pairs, further verifying the accuracy
of velocity gradient fields from DSPIV measurements. Prob-
ability densities for the velocity gradient components are

FIG. 5. Two typical instantaneous velocity vector fields u�x , t� from single-
plane DSPIV imaging assessments, showing independently measured fields
from both stereo camera pairs. Mean velocity has been subtracted and
planes are shown separated to allow clearer comparisons.
presented in Fig. 10 in linear axes and in Fig. 11 in semi-
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logarithmic axes. The latter allows comparisons in the tails
of the pdfs, corresponding to high-gradient features nearly
1000 times less common than the mean. In both figures there
are two curves plotted in each panel, one from each indepen-
dent stereo camera pair. As in Fig. 7, the differences between
the two independent measurements in each panel are barely
discernible, even at relatively large gradient values in Fig.
11. Moreover, the differences in relative widths between the
on-diagonal �i= j� and off-diagonal �i� j� components of
�ui /�xj appear consistent with the requirements of isotropy.
This is examined quantitatively in the following section.

V. COINCIDENT-PLANE DSPIV IMAGING
ASSESSMENTS

An assessment that includes additional errors due to light
sheet positioning inaccuracies and separate formation of
green and red light sheet pairs can be obtained from
coincident-plane DSPIV imaging tests. In this case, the ve-
locity component fields obtained from the two independent
stereo camera pairs are compared when the 532 and 635 nm
light sheets are arranged to be as nearly coincident as pos-
sible. These assessments were made in the same flow under
identical conditions as in Sec. IV, but with the two stereo
camera pairs now imaging separate 532 and 635 nm light
sheets positioned with the optical alignment system.

FIG. 7. Probability densities of mea-
sured velocity component fluctuation
fields ui�x , t� from single-plane DSPIV
imaging assessments �left�; note there
are two curves in each panel, one from
each independent stereo camera pair.
Also shown are pdfs of corresponding
difference fields �ui�x , t� �right�,
where it is apparent that the measure-
ment errors �ui	ui.
FIG. 6. �Color� Typical instantaneous velocity component fields ui�x , t�
from single-plane DSPIV imaging assessments, showing independently
measured fields from stereo camera pair 1 �left� and stereo camera pair 2
�middle�. Also shown are corresponding difference fields �ui�x , t� �right�;
note that measurement errors �u 	u .
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A. Velocity differences

Figures 12 and 13 show typical examples of the instan-
taneous velocity vector fields u�x , t� measured independently
in the coincident 532 and 635 nm light sheets. In principle,
these velocity fields should be identical, with any differences
resulting solely from the cumulative effects of the errors con-
sidered in Secs. III and IV and the additional errors intro-
duced by the independent dual light sheet generation and
positioning. Figure 13 shows the individual instantaneous

TABLE II. Rms errors in velocity component differe
in Sec. IV and coincident-plane imaging in Sec. V.

Velocity
component �ui�rms

Sing

��ui�rms �m/s�

u 0.24 0.011

v 0.20 0.013

w 0.21 0.022

FIG. 8. �Color online� Typical instantaneous velocity gradient component
fields �ui /�x from single-plane DSPIV imaging assessments, showing inde-
pendently measured fields from camera pair 1 �left� and camera pair 2
�right�. Results shown scaled on both local inner ��� ,�� and outer �uc ,��

variables.
velocity component fields ui�x , t� obtained independently
from the 532 and 635 nm stereo camera pairs, with the dif-
ferences �ui�x , t� between the two sets of respective fields
shown on the right in the same quantitative color scale. It is
apparent that, as in Fig. 6 from the single-plane imaging
assessments, the differences �ui between the two indepen-
dent measurements in these coincident-plane imaging assess-
ments are far smaller than the measured velocity component
values themselves. This indicates that the additional errors

�ui from assessments based on single-plane imaging

Coincident

��ui�rms

�ui�rms
��ui�rms �m/s�

��ui�rms

�ui�rms

4.6% 0.021 8.8%

6.5% 0.017 8.5%

10.5% 0.034 16.2%

FIG. 9. �Color online� Typical instantaneous velocity gradient component
fields �ui /�y from single-plane DSPIV imaging assessments, showing inde-
pendently measured fields from camera pair 1 �left� and camera pair 2
�right�. Results shown scaled on both local inner ��� ,�� and outer �uc ,��
nces

le
variables.
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due to separate formation of the light sheet pairs and the
associated light sheet positioning inaccuracies are substan-
tially smaller than the errors inherent in the independent ste-
reo imaging in Sec. IV.

Probability densities of the two sets of independently
measured velocity components ui and the corresponding dif-
ferences �ui between the two measurements in these
coincident-plane imaging assessments are shown, on the
same scale, in Fig. 14. In each P�ui� panel there are two
distributions shown, one from each of the independent stereo
camera pairs. The distributions obtained from each camera
pair are nearly identical. Moreover by comparing the �ui

pdfs in Fig. 14 with those in Fig. 7 it is evident that the
additional measurement errors due to the independent light
sheet formation and positioning are relatively small. Table II
gives the resulting rms values of these �ui distributions.
These confirm that the largest errors arise in the w compo-
nents, with the overall relative errors in the velocity differ-
ences found to be approximately 8%–9% for the in-plane

components and 16% for the out-of-plane components.
B. Velocity gradients

Figures 15 and 16 show comparisons of the six mea-
sured velocity gradient component fields �ui /�x and �ui /�y
accessible by such coincident-plane imaging assessments,
obtained independently from the two stereo camera pairs. As
was the case for the corresponding single-plane assessments
in Figs. 8 and 9, the resulting velocity gradients are largely
the same from both camera pairs, providing further verifica-
tion of the accuracy of velocity gradient fields from DSPIV
measurements.

Probability densities for each of these six velocity gradi-
ent components are shown in Fig. 17 in linear axes and in
Fig. 18 in semilogarithmic axes. In both figures there are two
curves plotted in each panel, one obtained from each inde-
pendent stereo camera pair. As in Figs. 10 and 11, the differ-
ences between the two independently measured curves in
each panel are barely discernible, both in the linear and the
semilogarithmic forms.

FIG. 10. Probability densities of mea-
sured velocity gradient components
�ui /�x �left� and �ui /�y �right� from
single-plane DSPIV imaging assess-
ments. Note there are two curves in
each panel, one for each independent
stereo camera pair.
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C. Isotropy tests

Further quantification of the accuracy of velocity gradi-
ent component fields from such coincident-plane imaging
tests can be obtained by comparing various combinations of
measured velocity gradient moments with corresponding val-
ues for homogeneous isotropic turbulence. The velocity gra-
dients �ui /�xj inherently result from differences in the veloc-
ity component values at closely spaced points, with the
consequence that contributions from the large scales cancel
almost entirely. Statistics of the measured velocity gradient
components are thus determined primarily by the intermedi-
ate and small scales of the flow. The classical assumption of
local isotropy at sufficiently small scales suggests that these
scales should approach a locally homogeneous and isotropic
state, and thus comparisons with isotropic values are mean-
ingful for the velocity gradients statistics. While small depar-
tures from perfect isotropy in the velocity gradients at these

scales may expected due to weak residual contributions from
the large scales at these Reynolds numbers, measured veloc-
ity gradient statistics would be expected to at least approach
corresponding isotropic values.

Central to such assessments are the results from incom-
pressible homogeneous isotropic turbulence that mean-
square values of longitudinal and transverse derivatives of
the velocity components must follow

�� �ui

�xj
�2	

i=j

=
1

15
�


�
� , �1�

�� �ui

�xj
�2	

i�j

=
2

15
�


�
� , �2�

where 
 and � are the mean kinetic energy dissipation rate
and the viscosity. To test the similarity implied by �1� and �2�
in the on-diagonal and off-diagonal components of the mea-

FIG. 11. Same as Fig. 10 but showing
probability densities of measured ve-
locity gradient components from
single-plane DSPIV imaging assess-
ments in semilogarithmic axes to al-
low comparisons in pdf tails. Note
there are two independently measured
curves in each panel.
sured velocity gradients, Fig. 19 shows each of the six com-
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ponent pdfs from Fig. 18 on the same axes. It is apparent that
the two on-diagonal �i= j� and four off-diagonal �i� j� com-
ponents very nearly satisfy the similarity requirements.
Moreover, consistent with the isotropy requirements in �1�
and �2�, the pdfs in Fig. 19 suggest a significantly larger
mean-square value in the off-diagonal components than in
the on-diagonal components, as evidenced by the greater
widths of these pdfs. This can be quantified by various com-
binations of the measured mean-square velocity gradient
component values for comparison with the corresponding
isotropic values from �1� and �2�.

These coincident-plane imaging tests provide access to
six of the nine velocity gradient components, namely the x

FIG. 12. Two typical instantaneous velocity vector fields u�x , t� from
coincident-plane DSPIV imaging assessments, showing independently mea-
sured fields from both stereo camera pairs. To allow clearer comparisons,
mean velocity has been subtracted and coincident planes are shown
separated.
and y derivatives of the u, v, and w velocity components.
Among these, three combinations are of particular interest,
since they allow separate assessments of the accuracies of
the in-plane and out-of-plane velocity gradient components.
In particular, an assessment of only the w-derivative compo-
nents is obtained from the measured ratio

� �w

�y
�2

� �w

�x
�2


 1.09, �3�

which may be compared with the corresponding ideal isotro-
pic value of 1 from �2�, suggesting that the w-derivative
components are reasonably accurate. An assessment involv-
ing only the u- and v-derivative components is also possible
via the measured ratio

� �u

�y
�2

+ � �v
�x
�2

� �u

�x
�2

+ � �v
�y
�2


 1.99, �4�

which should be compared with the corresponding isotropic
limit value of 2 from �1� and �2�. This further suggests that
these derivative components are also reasonably accurate. A
further assessment involving all six of the gradient compo-
nents available from such coincident-plane DSPIV imaging
tests, which compares derivatives of the out-of-plane to in-

FIG. 13. �Color� Typical instantaneous velocity component fields ui�x , t�
from coincident-plane DSPIV imaging assessments, showing independently
measured fields from 532 nm camera pair �left� and from 635 nm camera
pair �middle�. Also shown are corresponding difference fields �ui�x , t�
�right� where it is apparent that DSPIV measurement errors �ui	ui.
plane velocity components, is possible via the measured ratio
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 0.64. �5�

From �1� and �2�, this may be compared to the corresponding
ideal isotropic limit value of 2 /3, and further indicates that
errors in the measured velocity gradient components from
such coincident-plane imaging assessments are typically of
the order of a few percent.

VI. SEPARATED-PLANE DSPIV IMAGING
ASSESSMENTS

Assessments of the accuracy of DSPIV velocity gradient
measurements that take into account all nine simultaneously
measured components of �ui /�xj are possible from
separated-plane imaging tests. These assessments were made
in the same turbulent shear flow under identical conditions as
in Secs. IV and V, but with the two stereo camera pairs now

imaging individual 532 and 635 nm light sheet pairs ar-
ranged with a differential separation �z
400 �m that
matches the in-plane separation between adjacent vectors.

A. Typical DSPIV measurement results

Figure 20 shows a typical example of the instantaneous
measured velocity vector fields u�x , t� in the two differen-
tially spaced planes. As before, the respective mean velocity
for each component has been subtracted to better show the
fluctuations, and the separation in the z direction is greatly
exaggerated to better show the vectors in both planes. In
these separated-plane tests, the velocity fields in the two
planes should no longer be identical. The relatively small
differences in the vectors between each pair of planes are due
to the differential z spacing. It is these differences that give
rise to the z-derivative components of the resulting velocity
gradient tensor fields �ui /�xj.

Figure 21 gives a typical example of all three simulta-
neously measured instantaneous velocity component fields
ui�x , t� in the two differentially spaced 532 and 635 nm light
sheet planes. The dimensions of each plane are indicated in

FIG. 14. Probability densities of mea-
sured velocity gradient components
�ui /�x �left� and �ui /�y �right� from
coincident-plane DSPIV imaging as-
sessments; note there are two curves in
each panel, one from each independent
stereo camera pair.
terms of the local inner �viscous� length scale �� of the tur-
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bulent shear flow.35,36 The color scale gives the velocity com-
ponent values normalized by the local outer velocity scale uc

as well as by the local inner velocity scale �� /���. The small
differences discernible between the ui�x , t� fields in the 532
nm and 635 nm planes due to the differential z spacing pro-
duce the z-derivative components of the velocity gradient
tensor fields �ui /�xj.

Figure 22 shows a typical example of all nine simulta-
neously measured components of the instantaneous velocity
gradient tensor field �ui /�xj. The velocity gradient fields
were obtained by central differences of the measured veloc-
ity component values within each plane and one-sided differ-
encing between the two planes. The differencing template
used the natural pixel-based coordinate frame as well as the
two additional frames resulting from 45° rotations around the
x and z axes. This makes use of all 18 points in the 3�3
�2 template around each point to provide reduction of ran-
dom error without degrading the spatial resolution in the
resulting derivative fields. The dimensions of major struc-
tural features in each of these velocity gradient component
planes are consistent with the local inner length scale �� of
the flow.

FIG. 15. �Color online� Typical instantaneous velocity gradient component
fields �ui /�x from coincident-plane DSPIV imaging assessments, showing
independently measured derivative fields from 532 nm �left� and 635 nm
�right� stereo camera pairs. Results shown scaled on both local inner ��� ,��
and outer �uc ,�� variables.
Probability densities of the three on-diagonal �i= j� and
six off-diagonal �i� j� components of the velocity gradients
are presented, respectively, in linear and semilogarithmic
forms, in Figs. 23 and 24. These are formed from over 1200
individual data planes of the type in Fig. 22, each containing
all nine gradient tensor components at 736 independent
points on the 32�23 grid shown in Fig. 20. These pdfs
suggest both the similarity among components and the dif-
fering relative widths between on- and off-diagonal compo-
nents demanded by incompressibility and isotropy in �1� and
�2�. Such isotropy tests, presented below, provide a further
means to assess the accuracy of velocity gradient measure-
ments with DSPIV.

B. Gradient assessments based on isotropy tests

Ideal isotropy would require the pdfs for the three on-
diagonal components of the velocity gradients �ui /�xj to be
identical, and the pdfs for the six off-diagonal components to
also be identical. In Figs. 23 and 24 there is strong evidence
for such isotropy, as seen by the similarity of the pdfs for
each of the velocity gradient components in each panel. The
semilogarithmic forms, in the lower panel of each figure,

FIG. 16. �Color online� Typical instantaneous velocity gradient component
fields �ui /�y from coincident-plane DSPIV imaging assessments, showing
independently measured derivative fields from 532 nm �left� and 635 nm
�right� stereo camera pairs. Results shown scaled on both local inner ��� ,��
and outer �uc ,�� variables.
verify that this similarity holds even for rare large-gradient
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features represented by the tails of these pdfs, which have a
frequency of occurrence nearly 104 times lower than the
mean.

Additionally, the ideal isotropy requirements in �1� and
�2� imply a �2 difference in the relative widths of the pdfs
for the on- and off-diagonal components of the velocity gra-
dient pdfs. Comparing the lower panels in Figs. 23 and 24
suggests such a difference in widths. The average value of
the second moments, normalized on inner variables, for the
on-diagonal components is 6.93 and for the off-diagonal
components is 9.64. The resulting ratio is 1.39, and is within
1.6% of the �2 factor from �1� and �2�.

The second moments of the measured velocity gradient
components allow further assessments of the accuracy of
these DSPIV measurements by comparing ratios of combi-
nations of mean-square gradient components with the corre-
sponding incompressible isotropic values from �1� and �2�.

There are three such combinations that are of particular
interest, since they allow various aspects of the velocity gra-
dients to be isolated. The first is based on the ratio of on-
diagonal to off-diagonal gradient components, with the mea-
sured value being
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+ � �v
�x
�2

+ � �v
�z
�2

+ � �w

�x
�2

+ � �w

�y
�2


 0.26. �6�

From �1� and �2�, this compares well with the ideal isotropic
value of 1 /4. A second combination examines the ratio of
w-gradient components to u- and v-gradient components, for

FIG. 17. Probability densities of mea-
sured velocity gradient components
�ui /�x �left� and �ui /�y �right� from
coincident-plane DSPIV imaging as-
sessments; note there are two curves in
each panel, one from each independent
stereo camera pair.
which the measured value is
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From �1� and �2�, this may be compared with the ideal iso-
tropic value of 1 /2. A final combination examines the ratio
of z-derivative components to x- and y-derivative compo-
nents, for which the resulting measured value is
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 0.50. �8�
For this combination, the corresponding ideal isotropic value
is 1 /2. Collectively, these moment combinations provide fur-
ther quantitative support for the validity of the measured
velocity gradient components obtained from the present
DSPIV system in turbulent shear flows.

C. Measured divergence errors

A further stringent test of the accuracy of velocity gra-
dient measurements can be based on the measured diver-
gence errors, which determines the extent to which the re-
sulting data satisfy the zero divergence condition � ·u�0
demanded by incompressibility. Few studies have reported
such measured divergence values, yet this provides one of
the most fundamental tests for the accuracy of the resulting
velocity derivatives. Reference 10 gives divergence errors
from holographic PIV measurements of velocity gradients in
a turbulent flow. As expected, in their results computation of
the divergence over increasingly larger volumes led to re-
duced error values �see their Figs. 9 and 10�; at the full

FIG. 18. Same as Fig. 17 but showing
probability densities of measured ve-
locity gradient components from
coincident-plane DSPIV imaging as-
sessments in semilogarithmic axes to
allow comparisons of rare-event tails.
Note there are two independently mea-
sured curves in each panel.
measurement resolution W
930 �m, the reported mean di-
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vergence error ��ui /�xi�2 was 74% of the local ��u /�x�2

+ ��v /�y�2+ ��w /�z�2 value. Figure 25 gives the probability
density of the measured divergence values for the present
DSIV measurements. Here the local divergence values � ·u
have been normalized by the local norm ��u :�u�1/2 of the
velocity gradient tensor to give an indication of the relative
magnitude of the local divergence errors. The resulting rms
value is 0.35, which is roughly consistent with the rms errors
of 9% and 16% in each of the in-plane and out-of-plane
velocity differences obtained from the coincident-plane im-
aging tests.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

The present results have demonstrated the accuracy of
dual-plane stereo particle imaging velocimetry �DSPIV� to
allow direct nontrusive highly resolved measurements all

FIG. 19. Probability densities of measured velocity gradient components
from coincident-plane DSPIV imaging assessments, showing similarity sug-
gested by isotropy in on-diagonal �top� and off-diagonal �bottom� compo-
nents of velocity gradients �ui /�xj, as well as differences in relative widths.
nine simultaneous components of the velocity gradient tensor
fields �ui /�xj at intermediate and small scales of turbulent
shear flows. These results have also provided strict quantita-
tive assessments of the accuracy of the velocity gradients
obtained from such DSPIV measurements, and have indi-
cated the origins of the principal remaining errors in such
measurements.

In particular, intrinsic error limits introduced by the
asymmetric stereo PIV imaging arrangement have been
quantified here in assessments based on synthetic particle
imaging, with errors in velocity differences found in Table I
to be at most 0.8%. Additional errors introduced by limits on
the accuracy of true particle imaging in a finite-thickness

FIG. 20. Two typical instantaneous velocity vector fields u�x , t� from
separated-plane DSPIV imaging assessments showing measured velocity
fields in two planes with 400 �m z separation. Interplane separation shown
greatly exaggerated; actual separation between planes is same as vector-to-
vector spacing within each plane. Axes shown normalized by local inner
length scale ��.
light sheet have here been rigorously quantified through
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single-plane DSPIV imaging assessments in a turbulent shear
flow. These errors have been shown to be significantly larger
than the intrinsic error limits, with the largest errors in the
measured out-of-plane velocity component. These errors

FIG. 21. �Color� Typical instantaneous velocity component fields ui�x , t�,
from separated-plane DSPIV imaging assessments, showing measured ve-
locity fields in 532 nm �left� and 635 nm �right� planes separated by
�z /��=0.32. Field of view shown normalized by local inner length scale ��.
Color scale shows quantitative values normalized on local inner �� ,��� and
outer �uc ,�� scales.

FIG. 22. �Color� Typical full nine-component velocity gradient tensor fields
�ui /�xj�x , t� from separated-plane DSPIV imaging assessments. Field of
view shown normalized by local inner length scale ��. Color scale shows
quantitative values normalized both on local inner �� ,��� and outer �uc ,��

scales.
were shown in Table II to be of the order 6% in the in-plane
components and 10% in the out-of-plane components. Fur-
ther errors introduced by limits in the accuracy of indepen-
dent dual light sheet generation and positioning have been
rigorously quantified through coincident-plane DSPIV imag-
ing assessments in the same turbulent shear flow. These
coincident-plane assessments show resulting errors in veloc-
ity differences in Table II to be of the order of 9% and 16%
in the in-plane and out-of-plane components. Probability
densities of the measured velocity gradient components show
good agreement with the similarity and relative widths sug-
gested by isotropy, and yield ratios of mean-square gradient
values within a few percent of corresponding isotropic
values.

Further assessments of the accuracy in practical velocity

FIG. 23. Probability densities of on-diagonal components of �ui /�xj from
separated-plane DSPIV imaging assessments, shown scaled on local inner
�� ,��� and outer �uc ,�� variables in linear �top� and semilogarithmic �bot-
tom� forms. Resulting similarity indicates near isotropy in velocity gradient
fields at these scales.
gradient measurements with this approach in turbulent shear
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flows have been here obtained from separated-plane DSPIV
imaging assessments at the intermediate and small scales of a
turbulent shear flow. The resulting measured velocity gradi-
ent components show excellent similarity in the on-diagonal
�i= j� and off-diagonal �i� j� components of �ui /�xj. More-
over, ratios of mean-square values from the measured gradi-
ent components show agreement within 4% of the require-
ments from isotropy. The present results have also provided
experimental values for the measured velocity divergence er-
rors � ·u as a rigorous means of quantifying the accuracy of
velocity gradient fields obtained from such DSPIV measure-
ments. These results show that the measured � ·u errors are
significantly smaller than the individual measured velocity
gradient components.

Collectively, such DSPIV measurements have here been

FIG. 24. Probability densities of off-diagonal components of �ui /�xj from
separated-plane DSPIV imaging assessments, shown scaled on local inner
�� ,��� and outer �uc ,�� variables in linear �top� and semilogarithmic �bot-
tom� forms. Resulting similarity and widths relative to Fig. 23 indicate
near-isotropy in velocity gradient fields at these scales.
shown to be capable of providing direct experimental access
to all nine simultaneous velocity gradient component fields
at the intermediate and small scales of fully developed tur-
bulent shear flows under conditions that are, at present, be-
yond the reach of direct numerical simulation �DNS�. Proper
design of such DSPIV measurements thus allows direct
highly resolved experimental studies of these quasi-universal
intermediate and small scales in key gradient fields, such as
the vorticity vector field, the strain rate tensor field, and the
true kinetic energy dissipation rate field, in turbulent shear
flows. Reference 23 presents such highly resolved measure-
ments at outer-scale Reynolds numbers up to 30,000 to ex-
amine the structure, statistics, similarity and scaling of ve-
locity gradient fields in turbulent shear flows. That study
gives results for measured gradient fields at two different
values of the outer-scale Reynolds number Re� and at two
different mean shear values S in the flow to determine the
extent to which classical turbulence theory accounts for the
effects of Reynolds number and mean shear on the underly-
ing turbulence structure and dynamics in turbulent shear
flows. Moreover, since the present method is based on the
use of two different light-sheet frequencies in conjunction
with filters to separate the scattered light onto the individual
stereo camera pairs, this allows traditional solid metal oxide
particles to be used as the seed, thereby in principle permit-
ting comparable DSPIV measurements in exothermic react-
ing flows. Such comparisons provide a means for experimen-
tally obtaining insights into the effects of heat release on the
structure, statistics, similarity and scaling of the intermediate
and small scales of turbulent shear flows.
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